
THE ADVANTAGES OF FLYING BUSINESS ON FINNAIR
FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES
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From the ground it is a distant object of 

beauty - perfect, sleek and silvery in a cool 

blue sky. Listen carefully and you can hear 

it high in the air as it speeds its passengers 

ahead to new destinations or back to 

familiar ones.

Inside Finnair’s new A330-300s, the interior 

is equally sleek and peaceful, the service 

quietly gracious and attentive, the seats 

comfortable, the food delicious, the needs 

of the passengers first and foremost.

This is the way business travel should be. 

And how it is on Finnair.

Welcome to a new era in business travel.
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A HIGHER STANDARD OF COMFORT, 
CONVENIENCE, AND SPEED.
Today’s travelers want and deserve more from their flights. And Finnair delivers, 

with exceptional convenience, numerous comforts, extraordinary service, 

and fast, on-time departures and arrivals.

A DEDICATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT.
Finnair is fully committed to taking every measure to reduce its carbon footprint. Since 1973 Finnair has had a Director of 

Sustainability, responsible for ensuring every department of the airline engages in environmentally sound practices. 

By consistently employing a stopover strategy to Northern Europe, with connecting flights to each end destination, 

Finnair’s planes can carry less fuel resulting in faster flight times, lighter loads, and fewer emissions. 

Flying the less-traveled northern routes also enables Finnair planes to land quickly in Helsinki (compared to other airports 

where planes use more fuel and add to harmful emissions while circling in the air waiting for available runways.)

In addition, Finnair Catering always uses recyclable materials onboard for food service and passenger comforts, 

and has cabin crew sort trays, cups, and other disposables properly to diminish environmental impact.

OUR NEW FLEET OF A330-300S TAKES 
BUSINESS TRAVEL TO NEW LEVELS.
Nowhere is Finnair’s simultaneous commitment to passengers and the 

environment more evident than in our newest acquisitions - a fleet of modern 

A330-330s for long-haul flights.

Though spacious and fast, these exceptional wide body planes are also highly 

eco-efficient - uniquely able to offer speed and comfort to travelers, 

while consuming less fuel.

To provide passengers with a serene, soothing environment, the A330-300s 

have been furnished in cool blues and grays, and, in business class, feature fully 

reclining seats with more legroom, an award winning wine list, and delicious 

menu choices. Music and movies are available through each passenger’s 

personal entertainment system.

Working en route is easy with each seat on the A330-300 aircraft equipped with 

a telephone and a laptop power outlet. Passengers can send text messages and 

short e-mails to networks on the ground and call other passengers on the same 

flight using the satellite phone of the entertainment system in the seat. 
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NEW VIA SPA AND VIA LOUNGE FACILITIES.
Passengers stopping over or staying in Helsinki will experience something 

wonderfully unexpected - the opportunity to leave their jet lag at the airport.

Finnair’s new facilities, opening in late 2009 at the highly rated Helsinki-

Vantaa terminal, include the 250 seat Via Lounge and the restful Via Spa. 

At the new Via Spa, travelers can enjoy rejuvenating and relaxing express or 

leisurely treatments, four separate saunas, foot treatments of various kinds 

and a mineral water pool for health baths. The spa, which offers 

an expansive runway view, is beautifully appointed with the amenities 

and décor one finds at a world-class facility, thereby making the airport 

a special destination all by itself.

The 250-seat Via Lounge features restaurant style food service, as well as 

a snack bar, and includes numerous computer workstations. 
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SHORTER, FASTER FLIGHTS TO ASIA 
VIA FINNAIR’S HELSINKI GATEWAY.
Traveling to Asia via Helsinki is a more direct route than flying from many other 

points allowing Finnair passengers to experience shorter travel times.

And, thanks to our unique northern travel routes through non-congested airways, 

there is far less chance of delays for arrivals and departures to and from our 

Helsinki hub.

Flight schedules are planned to accommodate the needs of business travelers, 

and promise smooth connections and convenient departure times.

A MULTITUDE OF DESTINATION OPTIONS.
Ever since its inception over 85 years ago, Finnair has always had great global 

reach, traveling to distant locales in the northern skies. In recent years Finnair 

has widely expanded its destination roster to include even more of the locations 

important to corporate travelers.

Now Finnair flies to Asia, as well as to Eastern Europe, Northern Europe 

and North America.

DESTINATIONS IN ASIA
Bangkok Beijing Delhi Hong Kong Mumbai
Nagoya Osaka Seoul Shanghai Tokyo

DESTINATIONS IN FINLAND 
Enontekiö Helsinki Ivalo Joensuu
Jyväskylä Kajaani Kemi Kittilä
Kokkola/Pietarsaari Kuopio Kuusamo Oulu
Pori Rovaniemi Savonlinna Seinäjoki
Tampere Turku Vaasa Varkaus

DESTINATIONS IN EUROPE
Amsterdam Barcelona Berlin Brussels
Bucharest Budapest Copenhagen Düsseldorf
Frankfurt Gdansk Geneva Gothenburg 
Hamburg Helsinki Yekaterinburg Kiev
Krakow Lisbon Ljubljana London
Madrid Manchester Milan Moscow
Munich Oslo Paris Pisa
Prague Riga Rome St. Petersburg
Stockholm Stuttgart Tallinn Venice
Vienna Vilnius Warsaw Zürich

Finnair Routes

Other Airline Routes

New York

Helsinki
Moscow

Delhi

Beijing

Seoul

Tokyo

Mumbai
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FINNAIR’S COMPLIMENTARY CORPORATE PROGRAMME 
OFFERS TIERED DISCOUNTS AND EXCEPTIONAL 
CONVENIENCE.
Companies that wish to receive special pricing can join Finnair’s free Corporate 

Programme, which offers three levels of exceptional discounts of up to 20%. 

The more flights taken, the more the company can save.

Companies in the Finnair Corporate Programme will also have their own 

personalized website view, with customized member pages that include 

various travel management tools for monitoring and planning business trips, 

and booking online.

If you are looking for a global airline to serve all your company’s air travel 

needs, consider the benefits of Finnair. We can provide you with an excellent, 

customized package price covering every point of sale, and guarantee you 

exceptional service and amenities.

A PROUD MEMBER OF THE ONEWORLD® ALLIANCE.
Finnair is pleased to be one of the ten airlines in the 10-year-old oneworld® alliance. 

Dedicated to making global travel easier, the member airlines of oneworld® help 

organizations to achieve the maximum value from their company’s travel budget.



REACH OUT TO FINNAIR.
To book travel for your clients, 
or learn more about the unique Finnair 
experience, please call 1-800-950-5000. 
Or visit www.finnair.com/us


